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Falke mod 40 rear sight
October 3 2017 at 1:27 AM

Chris  (Login ChrisS1980)

Well I am really annoyed with myself (and so in my father). In Australia we had a gun amnesty last month for unregistered firearms and I took dads old falke mod 40 in to get registered. Upon returning from the local firearms shop that registered it, I
noticed the rear sight was missing! I have turned the room over looking for it where the safe is kept but its more then likely fallen off somewhere in the shop. They haven't found it/seen it however. So where do I even begin trying to find a rear sight for
it??? Is there another sight that will fit as a temp fix? any help is appreciated? 

 Cheers Chris
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 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Chris it looks like October 3 2017, 4:01 PM 

a fairly bog standard 'leaf' type rear sight of the sort common on a few of the smaller Diana rifles, pre- and post-WW2, but now obsolete. 

I don't know exactly how you'd go about getting one of these in Australia, but you can still buy sights from European airgun spares dealers which have a dovetail fitting and would probably be a temporary fix
(see the Falke 60 thread below). You may have to work on the new sight to get it to fit. 

 
Hopefully the original will turn up. It's a warning to us all to make sure 'bits' attached to our guns are securely fastened... 

 

"\"xSQ4Z)FI\\t\""
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Chris
 (Login ChrisS1980)

Thank you October 6 2017, 11:09 AM 

Hi, 
 Thank you for your info and help, I do remember how the sight looks I have used it many times but did not have a photo. Thank you for that it might help me when I approach some dealers here that deal

with older firearms. If I cant find anything I will try European dealers which I will no doubt be back here to try and find a source for. Your also not wrong about making sure those sights are fastened, I have
had it fall off before and simply pushed it back in and didn't think much of it I am more annoyed at myself for not being more thorough about checking to make sure it was on so it would not fall off. 

 Cheers Chris
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